
PA-1177T ANR HEADSET
- Passive Noise Reduction (NRR): 25dB
- Active Noise Reduction: Additional 20-22dB
- Auto Shutoff System
- Cell/Satellite Phone Interface
- Auxiliary Audio Interface for Music or Audible Checklists/Warnings
- Mono/Stereo Capability
- Dual Volume Controls
- Genuine Sheepskin Headpad
- Gel Ear Seals
- Noise Cancelling Electret Microphone
- Custom Padded Protective Case
- Rechargeable NiMH battery
- Usage Time: 30-40 hrs
- Weight: 16.9 ounces (479 grams)
- Five Year Warranty
- Made in U.S.A.

PA-1177T (Helicopter) ................. P/N 11-01515 ........................................ $465.00
PA-1177TH (Helmet) ................. P/N 11-03538 ........................................ $490.00
PA-1177TP (Panel Mount) ................ P/N 11-00440 ........................................ $500.00
PA-1177TB (Board Connect) ............... P/N 11-03539 ........................................ $530.00

PA-1181T PASSIVE HEADSET
- Passive Noise Reduction (NRR): 24dB
- Cell/Satellite Phone Interface
- Auxiliary Audio Interface for Music or Audible Checklists/Warnings
- Mono/Stereo Capability
- Dual Volume Controls
- Push-to-Talk Switch (PTT) on Ear Cup
- Pillow-Top Headpad
- Gel Ear Seals
- Noise Cancelling Electret Microphone
- All Flexible Microphone Boom
- Cloth Ear Seal Covers
- Soft Padded Headset Case
- Weight: 15.9 ounces (389 grams)
- Three Year Warranty
- Also Available in PINK!

PA-1181T-P (Pink) ................. P/N 11-07326 ........................................ $185.00
PA-1181TH (Helmet) ................. P/N 11-03554 ........................................ $210.00

PA-1181T-P (Pink) ................. P/N 11-07326 ........................................ $185.00
PA-1181TH (Helmet) ................. P/N 11-03555 ........................................ $210.00

PA-1171T PASSIVE HEADSET
- Passive Noise Reduction (NRR): 24dB
- Cell/Satellite Phone Interface
- Auxiliary Audio Interface for Music or Audible Checklists/Warnings
- Mono/Stereo Capability
- Dual Volume Controls
- Super Cushion Headpad
- Confor® Foam Leathertone Ear Seals
- Noise Cancelling Electret Microphone
- Half Met / Half Flex Microphone boom
- Soft Padded Headset Case
- Weight: 14.9 ounces (422 grams)
- Three Year Warranty

PA-1171T ......................... P/N 11-03556 ........................................ $145.00
PA-1171TH (Helmet) ................. P/N 11-03557 ........................................ $170.00

PA-1181 PASSIVE HEADSET
- Passive Noise Reduction: 24dB
- Auxiliary Audio Interface for Music
- Mono/Stereo Capability
- Foam Controls
- Foam Ear Seals
- Individual Volume Controls
- Three Year Warranty.

PA-1181 ......................... P/N 11-11560 ........................................ $120.00

PA-1151ACB/ACG CHILD PASSIVE HEADSET
- Passive Noise Reduction (NRR): 24dB
- Half Metal/Half Flex “Memory” Microphone Boom
- Noise Cancelling Electret Microphone
- Foam Head Pad
- Mono/Stereo Capability
- Foam Ear Seals
- Warranty: Three Year Warranty.

PA-1151ACB (Boys) ................. P/N 11-09660 ........................................ $120.00
PA-1151ACG (Girls) ................. P/N 11-09650 ........................................ $120.00

PILOT USA BLUETOOTH CELLPHONE/MUSIC ADAPTER
BluLink enables you to use your Bluetooth cell phone and any music source wirelessly in the cockpit. You can use your existing general aviation, helicopter, Bose style panel mount, or military aviation headset with BluLink. No more tucking your cell phone under your headset or adapters with various additional cords and adapters. The BluLink will work with any cell phone with Bluetooth version 2.0 or lower. Great for filing a flight plan, checking weather, calling for fuel, getting a clearance at an uncontrolled field, calling a taxi, voiding a flight plan, closing a VFR flight plan, calling for a taxi. Can be use as primary communications for experimental and ultralight pilots. For GA Headsets: Works for general aviation headsets equipped with standard dual plugs. For Helicopter Headsets: Works for helicopter headsets equipped with the U-174 single plug. For Military Headsets: Works for dynamic, Low Impedance headsets equipped with a U-147 plug. Standard in military operations.

PA-2170T ......................... P/N 11-00490 ........................................ $185.00
PA-2170TH (Helmet) ................. P/N 11-01533 ........................................ $210.00

PA-2170T ......................... P/N 11-00490 ........................................ $185.00
PA-2170TH (Helmet) ................. P/N 11-01533 ........................................ $210.00

PA-1151ACB (Boys) ................. P/N 11-09660 ........................................ $120.00
PA-1151ACG (Girls) ................. P/N 11-09650 ........................................ $120.00

PA-1151ACB (Boys) ................. P/N 11-09660 ........................................ $120.00
PA-1151ACG (Girls) ................. P/N 11-09650 ........................................ $120.00

PILOT USA BLUETOOTH CELLPHONE / MUSIC ADAPTER
BluLink enables you to use your Bluetooth cell phone and any music source wirelessly in the cockpit. You can use your existing general aviation, helicopter, Bose style panel mount, or military aviation headset with BluLink. No more tucking your cell phone under your headset or adapters with various additional cords and adapters. The BluLink will work with any cell phone with Bluetooth version 2.0 or lower. Great for filing a flight plan, checking weather, calling for fuel, getting a clearance at an uncontrolled field, calling a taxi, voiding a flight plan, closing a VFR flight plan, calling for a taxi. Can be use as primary communications for experimental and ultralight pilots. For GA Headsets: Works for general aviation headsets equipped with standard dual plugs. For Helicopter Headsets: Works for helicopter headsets equipped with the U-174 single plug. For Military Headsets: Works for dynamic, Low Impedance headsets equipped with a U-147 plug. Standard in military operations.

PA-2170T ......................... P/N 11-00490 ........................................ $185.00
PA-2170TH (Helmet) ................. P/N 11-01533 ........................................ $210.00

PA-1151ACB (Boys) ................. P/N 11-09660 ........................................ $120.00
PA-1151ACG (Girls) ................. P/N 11-09650 ........................................ $120.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice